Introduction

K. Long, 27 June, 2017
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Thanks!

To Dimitrije and the Belgrade group for hosting CM48!
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Plan
• Progress since CM47 (Feb17)
• Planning for 2017/02
• Upgrade to demo
• Personnel

• Dates for your diary
• CM48
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PROGRESS SINCE CM47
OCT16
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the data-taking period. Failure to secure appropriate support for the tracker and MICE DAQ systems will
put the full exploitation of the Step IV experiment at risk.
Principal risks to the full exploitation of Step IV:
The principal personnel risks to the full exploitation of Step IV have been outlined above. The principal
hardware risks to the full exploitation of Step IV remain the failure of the downstream solenoid and the
possibility that it will not be possible ﬁll,
then to operate,
the absorber
with liquid hydrogen.
Ofandpapers
in progress
atvessel
CM47:
The risk of inoperability of the liquid-hydrogen system is mitigated by the successful operation with
• Design of demonstration: published
liquid neon.

CM47

Publications

• Measurement of emittance
• Field-off scattering

PRAB

IPAC’17

Publications
The publications and conference contributions made by the collaboration over the reporting period are:
• M. Bogomilov et al., MICE Collaboration, “ Design and expected performance of the MICE demonstration of ionization cooling” , arXiv:1701.06403 [physics.acc-ph]; to be published in PRAB;
• C. Rogers on behalf of the MICE Collaboration, “ Study of ionization cooling with the MICE experiment” ,
contribution to the International Particle Accelerator Conference, Copenhagen, May 2017;
• P. Franchini on behalf of the MICE Collaboration, “ Results from Mice Step IV” , contribution to the International Particle Accelerator Conference, Copenhagen, May 2017;
• C. Hunt on behalf of the MICE Collaboration, “ ” Layout of the MICE Demonstration of Muon Ionization
Cooling” , contribution to the International Particle Accelerator Conference, Copenhagen, May 2017; and
• T. Mohayai, “ Novel Implementation of Non-Parametric Density Estimation in MICE” , contribution to the
International Particle Accelerator Conference, Copenhagen, May 2017.
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Papers in progress

Step IV field-on papers

Papers in progress
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RLSR/MPB
Apr ’16
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Upgrade to SS QD/QP
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•

Superconducting magnets
Conservative approach:

•

– Inter-cold-mass force selected as figure of
merit:
•
•

– Good cryogenic performance
– Stable operation once initial issues with
end-coil power supplies overcome

Agreed limit of 15 t
–

Avoid risk that pretension on SSU cold-mass
straps is overcome

Select lattice settings in order of increasing
force

•

SSD:
– Cryogenically less good than SSU
– End-centre-end coils, w/o trims:

– Successful! Excellent data “on tape”
– Operate SSD(M2) when sufficient data taken

•

SSU:

•

Trim p/s grounded; resistive path to ground
on end-coil current lead

FC:
– Solenoid mode:
•

Ran to required currents without issue

•

– Support during commissioning: DL, FNAL
– Going forward:

– Flip mode:
•

Commissioned to 165A:
–

•
•

•

Derated from max 188A obtained in training

Quench at 160A in operation with SSU/ SSD:
–

Training quench or limit in presense of
SSU/SSD?

ISIS availability limited investigation to two
lattice settings only

Resource issues:

•

On-site, expert cover for spectrometer
solenoids

Decision point:
– With LiH and LH2 data in the can, run M2D
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Tracker

• Routine maintenance on cold-heads carried out in Mar/Apr17
– Required warm-up

• After re-cool-down, Cryo 2 found to have unacceptably large
number of dead channels
– Traced to water contamination in the VLPC vacuum space

• All four tracker cryostats were shown to be contaminated with
water
– Batch of low-grade or contaminated helium used?

• Substantial programne to dry out each of the cryostats
– Warm bake, pump, backfill, cold trap
– Careful and sustained efforts of E. Overton, A. Bross and C. Macwaters
– Full tracker readout system back in operation for the 24/7 data taking
at end of Cycle.
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Data taking in 2017/02
• In parallel to LH2 work:
– Straight-track calibration and alignment data

• At end of the Cycle:
– The liquefaction-system test successfully underway:
• Data set was taken cold, gaseous neon
– Investigate of the aperture introduced by the absorber vessel
– Attempt a scattering measurement with cold neon gas.
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Liquid-hydrogen system: in R9

• Initial (Nov15) cool-down in MICE Hall unsuccessful
• Moved to R9 for remedial work:

– Modifications to vessel and condensing turret. Operation in R9 also required:
• Manufacture of endplates for FC; was holding item

• Cooldown 1: Nov16:
– Cold! But too little margin

• Cooldown 2: Dec16/Jan17:
– LH2 vessel @ ~20K, but, “condensing pot” at 13k (H2 solid)

• Proof test with neon:
– Neon is liquid between 25K and 28K
– Liquefied, and held level, 2l neon;
• Temperature difference vessel to condensing pot ~1--2K
– Success!
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Liquid-hydrogen system: in the MICE Hall

• Good progress, culminating in:

– Successful liquefaction of approximately 2 l of neon; and
– Stable operation of the system for a period of several days.

• Hydrogen safety case:
– Revisited in the light of changes to the hydrogen-liquefaction system and experience
gained in operating the focus coil
– Re-analysis of the possible consequences of freezing hydrogen:
• Showed possible for an unacceptably large pressure rise in the hydrogen-safety volume to if
hydrogen window ruptured
• Modifications that remove the risk of such a pressure rise implemented

– Decided to execute another HAZOP review; 15/16 May 2017:
• No outstanding issues that would prevent the commissioning of the system with liquid hydrogen

• Additional work required to:
– Remediate issues that arose in the installation;
– Re-analysis the safety case;
– Prepare for and execute the HAZOP review

• Operation with H2 still requires some preparation
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• Lithium hydride:

Summary of Step IV data taking

– Field-off scattering, complete
– Field-on scattering, complete
– Emittance evolution:
• Solenoid mode:
– Data taking:
» Range of initial emittance and momentum
» Various magnetic lattice settings

• Flip mode:
– Cycle 2016/04 (Feb17—Mar17):
» 140 MeV/c; various initial emittance
» Various magnetic lattice settings

• Liquid hydrogen:
– Planned stop in LiH ops in Cycle 2016/05 to begin LH2 installation programme
– Goal to take some data with LH2 in Cycle 2017/01 thwarted
– LH2 team pushing to get LH2 complete and commissioned by Jul17
15
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PLANNING FOR 2016/05 AND
2017/01
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Scientific programme

ISIS Cycle From
2015/04
2016/01
2016/02
2016/03
2016/04
2016/05
2017/01
2017/02
2017/03

16-Feb-16
12-Apr-16
28-Jun-16
13-Sep-16
15-Nov-16
14-Feb-17
02-May-17
11-Jul-17
19-Sep-17
14-Nov-17

To
25-Mar-16
20-May-16
29-Jul-16
28-Oct-16
16-Dec-16
31-Mar-17
02-Jun-17
04-Aug-17
27-Oct-17
20-Dec-17

MICE Step IV
Programme
Absorber
Field-off scattering
Lithium-hydride
QD/QP upgrade
Lithium-hydride
Magnetic-channel commissioning Lithium-hydride
Field-on scattering
Lithium-hydride
Solenoid-mode emittance evolution Lithium-hydride
Flip-mode emittance evollution
Lithium-hydride
Emittance evolution/scattering
Liquid hydrogen
Cancelled/postponed
Emittance evolution/scattering
Liquid hydrogen

2015/16
2016/17
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

2017/18
Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

LH2
Possible?
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Preparation: LH2, SSU, FC, SSD
Hydrogen Install

May
5th
WK5

Turret prep
Fc and Turret
FC extraction prep
extraction

Pre- turret change

End
Pressure and
Pressure and
Temperature Stability Temperature Stability
test
test

9th

12th

End

Start

Finalise pipework
mods

Finalise pipework
mods

WK1
Start

FC quench

FC quench

Finalise pipework
mods
Braze joints
leak check
Weld Radiation
shield
Install Rad shield and
wrap
Vent all volumes
Un-bolt bellows and
retract
Remove hydrogen
safety space vacuum
pipe
Lift Hydrogen supply
line, adjust height,
refit and measure for
spacer.
Extract FC
Remove top hat and
downstream
window.

Finalise pipework
mods
Braze joints
Leak check

16th

June
19th

WK2

23rd

26th

End

Start

WK3
End

30th

3rd

End

Start

WK4

Start

7th

WK5

Start

WK7
End

Start

Weld Radiation shield

Weld Radiation shield Weld Radiation shield Weld Radiation shield

Install Rad shield and
wrap
Vent all volumes
Un-bolt bellows and
retract
Remove hydrogen
safety space vacuum
pipe

Install Rad shield and Install Rad shield and Install Rad shield and
wrap
wrap
wrap
Vent all volumes
Un-bolt bellows and Un-bolt bellows and
retract
retract
Remove hydrogen
safety space vacuum
pipe
Lift Hydrogen supply
line, adjust height,
refit and measure for
spacer.
Extract FC
Extract FC

Phil away 11th-20th

New pipe
preparation
Vent
valves

Move turret to MICE
Hall
Install turret

Move turret to MICE Move turret to MICE Move turret to MICE
Hall
Hall
Hall
Install turret
Install turret
Install turret
Measure for new 'T" Measure for new 'T"
pipe. Possibly do this pipe. Possibly do this
with old turret in
with old turret in
place
place
Fabricate new "T"
Fabricate new "T"
pipe
pipe
Install new T pipe

Measure for new 'T"
pipe
Fabricate new "T"
pipe
Install new T pipe
Test vent valves
Move
pumps/supports to
allow vent valve
install
Install vent valves

Leak check
Quench line
mods

August
11th 14th 18th 21st 25th 28th 1st
Wk10

WK11

End

Test vent valves

Move pumps/supports to allow vent valve
install

Move pumps/supports to allow vent valve
install

Move pumps/supports to allow vent valve
install

Install vent valves

Install vent valves

Phil 29th-5th

14-15
Phil

US magnet commissioning

• (Re)commissioning:
– C. Whyte “owns”
s/d schedule
– Under pressure to
complete:
• LH2 in Jul17
• Magnets Aug17

• Extended expertled start-up:

Fabricate new "T"
pipe

Test vent valves

Install vent valves

Install vent valves

Install end caps

Install end caps

Install vent valves

leak check absorber

leak check absorber

Install Top hat and
downstream window

Install Top hat and
Install Top hat and
downstream window downstream window

leak check absorber

Install end caps

Install end caps

Install end caps

Leak check top hat
and downstream
window.
Move FC back on line
Bolt it up, vac test
Install H2 supply line

Leak check top hat
and downstream
window.

Leak check top hat
and downstream
window.
Move FC back on line
Bolt it up, vac test

Install H2 quench line
Update
documentation
Test all sequences
with Neon
Test all sequences
with Neon and
hydrogen experts
(expert training
session) - re-visit
documentation.
Run with Hydrogen fill, stabilise and
empty min 2x

Start

Install turret

Test vent valves

Install end caps

Complete quench
line mods
Fabricate quench line
supports

4th 7th

WK9
End

Remove absorber?
Remove absorber?
Measure for new "T" Measure for new "T"
pipe?
pipe?
Remove turret
Remove turret

Remove turret

Agree quench line
mods

Start

Remove top hat and Remove top hat and
downstream window. downstream window.

Remove absorber?

Test Week

Final
connections

WK8
End

Test Week

PHIL

Later

July
10th 14th 17th 21st 24th 28th 31st
WK6

End

Install H2 supply line
Agree quench line
mods
Complete quench line mods
Fabricate quench line
supports
Install H2 quench line

Test Week

– Esssential, we can
not afford to
“catch a cold” in
Sep17
– S. Boyd will call
the shorts!
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UPGRADE TO DEMO
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Simplified demonstration
Time-of-flight
hodoscope 1
(ToF 0)

Variable thickness
high-Z diffuser
Upstream
spectrometer module

MICE
Muon
Beam
(MMB)

201 MHz
cavity

Primary
lithium-hydride
absorber

201 MHz
cavity

Secondary
lithium-hydride
absorber

Electron
Muon
Ranger
(EMR)

Cherenkov
counters
(CKOV)

ToF 1

Secondary
lithium-hydride
absorber

Scintillating-fibre
tracker

Focus-coil
module

Pre-shower
(KL)
Focus-coil
ToF 2
module
Scintillating-fibre
tracker

• “Simplified design”:
– Comparable cooling performance
– Transmission not as good as in demo configuration
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Professor G. Blair
STFC Executive Director, Programmes
Polaris House
North Star Avenue
Swindon, SN2 1SZ

Kenneth Long
Professor of Experimental Particle Physics
MICE spokesperson

A. de Bari
D. Orestano

7th March 2017
On behalf of the MICE Collaboration
The Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment has been constructed with the intention of
providing a realistic demonstration of the ionization cooling of muon beams, to prove the
principle of the technique for future applications such as a muon collider or neutrino factory.
The collaboration has built and commissioned the beam-line, elements of the cooling cell and
the instrumentation necessary to perform such a demonstration. The collaboration is
presently executing “Step IV” of its scientific programme that is optimised for the
measurement of the factors that determine the size of the ionization-cooling effect. These
factors include multiple Coulomb scattering, energy loss, the focusing strength of the
magnetic lattice and the initial momentum and emittance of the muon beam. The Step IV
configuration will also be used to study the evolution of normalised transverse emittance.
A realistic demonstration of ionization cooling, however, requires the acceleration of the
beam using radio frequency cavities; i.e. the measurements which will be made with the
present configuration of the experiment will not constitute a proof of the principle of the
ionization-cooling technique. A set-up to complete the demonstration of ionization cooling
that uses existing equipment with a limited amount of additional construction has been
conceived and designed and a proposal is being developed by the collaboration. We consider
that this is an opportunity to complete the MICE program in a convincing way, that will have
a lasting legacy as a major achievement for the future of the field.

M. Chung
F. Filthaut
D. Maletic
J. Nikolov
M. Vretenar
A. Blondel
P. Kyberd
A. Grant
P. Soler
J. Pasternak
R. Gamet
J. Cobb
C. Rogers
K. Ronald
S. Boyd
D. Kaplan
Y. Onel
D. Li
D. Summers

Sezione INFN Pavia & Dipartimento di Fisica Università degli Studi
di Pavia, Italy
Sezione INFN & Dipartimento di Matematica e Fisica Università
Roma Tre, Rome Italy
Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology, South Korea
NIKHEF, Netherlands
University of Belgrade, Serbia
University of Novi Sad, Serbia
CERN, Switzerland
University of Geneva, Switzerland
Brunel University, U.K.
Daresbury Laboratory, U.K.
University of Glasgow, U.K.
Imperial College, London, U.K.
University of Liverpool, U.K.
Emeritus (University of Oxford, U.K.)
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, U.K.
University of Strathclyde, U.K.
University of Warwick, U.K.
Illinois Institute of Technology, U.S.A.
University of Iowa, U.S.A.
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, U.S.A.
University of Mississippi, U.S.A.

The experiment, the MICE Muon Beam as well as large parts of the infrastructure required to
support it have been built by the international collaboration. Significant contributions in the
build phase were made by Belgium, Bulgaria, CERN, China, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,
Switzerland, the UK and the US. International recognition of the importance of the MICE
programme is confirmed by the fact that new groups are still joining the collaboration: IHEP
and Sichuan (China) and Belgrade (Serbia) joined in 2015, Novi Sad (Serbia) joined last year,
and UNIST (Korea) joined last month.
The international collaboration remains fully committed to delivering a demonstration of
ionization cooling and has made substantial commitments of time and manpower in bringing
the experiment to its present state of readiness, running shifts and providing operational
support, as well as analysing the data.
As a collaboration, we urge you to ensure that the maximum benefit is derived from the
substantial investments made both by overseas researchers and funding agencies and also by
the UK, by supporting the collaboration in its plans to upgrade the Step IV apparatus.
Signed by:
R. Tsenov
J. Tang
Z. Li
M. Bonesini
V. Palladino

University of Sofia, Bulgaria
Institute of High Energy Physics, Beijing, China
Sichuan University, China
Sezione INFN Milano Bicocca & Dipartimento di Fisica Università di
Milano Bicocca, Italy
Sezione INFN & Dipartimento di Fisica di Università Napoli, Italy
PTO
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MPB

The RF cavities are complete and are on the verge of being shipped from the U.S. to the UK.
Arrival is expected by the end of March 2017. Unfortunately, there is neither the budget nor the
time within the current scope of MICE to install these cavities and take experimental data in
2017.
The collaboration will install the liquid hydrogen absorber for use in the upcoming ISIS cycle
2017/01, in the period May 2 to June 2.
There is a tentative proposal to the STFC to fund an additional data-taking cycle with RF reacceleration in 2018 (in the cooling demonstration configuration shown in Appendix A), after
the 2017 MICE program ends. The cost would be approximately £3M. The MPB feels that the
scientific benefits would be significant, but it is not in a position to comment on the technical
details and schedule of the proposal.

The collaboration has published or submitted four papers to peer-reviewed journals in the last 11
months. Four more peer-reviewed papers are under preparation, while data analysis is ongoing
for six more. A comprehensive paper describing the whole MICE system does not seem to be
planned at this point, but is highly desirable as an important historical reference, and in
understanding the experiment.
22
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Formal feedback from STFC
• STFC MICE-UK Oversight Committee; 28Apr17:
– STFC:
• At this time STFC does not have the resources necessary to entertain a
proposal to upgrade the experiment

– OsC comment:
• UK and international collaborations should plan on this basis

• ASB (in letter to P. Soler, 11May17):
– In response to the SOI from MICE-UK:
• The “… ASB noted the statement from STFC that there is no available
funding at present within the accelerator programme to fund the
presented project, so (barring some change in circumstances) a full
proposal will not be invited for evaluation.”
24

MICE-UK SOI for upgrade

Figure 1: Muon ionization cooling demonstration with re-acceleration.

•

Submitted to ASB for its meeting on the 22Mar17:

Figure 2: Expected emittance reduction performance for a nominal 6 mm emittance beam (left) and ionization cooling

– Cost
£3.02M
of input emittance for the proposed conﬁguration (right).
as a function
performance
–

Schedule:

Oct17 start, project complete by Mar19
I mpact
3 Finance• andGiven
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Institute of High Energy Physics; Protvino
• In discussion of:
– MICE
– MICE demo @ IHEP
– 6D cooling experiment
beyond MICE
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Institute of High Energy Physics; Protvino

• Reply received Mar17

08/03/2017

Feasibility of the implementation of the MICE cooling demonstration at NRC KI IHEP
Here is a feasibility study of the MICE cooling demonstration at the 70-GeV machine at IHEP. In this
analysis, the materials presented in Dr. K. Long's letter of 6 February 2017 and in the publications
indicated in this letter are used. All findings are preliminary.
1. Layout

• Follow-up phone call
13Mar17:

Experimental hall serving to place the installation, shown in Figure 1.

– Discussed possible
implementation and issues
– Agreed:

Fig. 1 Experimental hall
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Collaboration Board at CM48
• Consider means by which to raise resource s.t.
– Cost to STFC is reduced (substantially) allowing MICEUK to argue that the situation has changed

• Consider alternative strategies:
– E.g. implementation of demo at IHEP Protvino
28
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Personnel
• Ed Overton will leave for new employment …
– He will be missed!
– Planning has started:
• MICE DAQ
• Tracker DAQ

– Will have to distribute his responsibilities:
• Tracker Group; DAQ/S/w&C group
30
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
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http://pbc.web.cern.ch
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CM48
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